Inflatable Bounce Structure Guidelines
Inflatable Bounce Structures are currently allowed in Healdsburg Neighborhood Parks by
permit. The companies providing inflatables and bounce structures in the City of
Healdsburg parks must follow these guidelines to ensure proper care and consideration
of our facilities and other park patrons.
1. Bounce structures are only allowed in areas designated by the Parks Superintendent.
Bounce structures are not allowed within 10’ of a residence or fence line. Stakes used
to secure party jumps cannot be more than 8 inches in length.
2. By prior arrangement, electricity is available at Giorgi Park to inflate jump structures.
A generator must be used at the other Neighborhood Parks to inflate bounce structures
and should be placed on a plastic tarp during use.
3. Generators and bounce structures must be set up away from homes, playgrounds,
concessions, or large groups to reduce noise impact on neighbors or other park patrons.
Complaints from park patrons could result in being asked to move or deflate the bounce
structure.
4. Bounce structures must be transported to/from areas on main walkways, not through
planter areas or across turf. Driving vehicles on turf, walkways, within park boundaries
or unauthorized areas is prohibited.
5. The City prohibits the transaction and carrying on of a business in our parks. Money
cannot be collected or exchanged for use of the bounce structure while in our parks.
6. The event permit holder must purchase insurance through the City of Healdsburg.
Insurance fees are listed on the picnic application. The inflatable bounce structure
vendor must carry general liability insurance coverage and list the event permit holder
and City of Healdsburg, its officers, officials, caretakers, employees and volunteers as
additional insured on their policy. If the bounce structure vendor wishes to be listed on
the event permit holder’s insurance policy offered through the City’s provider, there is
an additional fee.
7. No private inflatable bounce structures devices are allowed in City Parks.
Renters and vendors are responsible for knowing and following the Inflatable Bounce
Structure Guidelines. My signature below signifies that I agree to abide by all the
inflatable bounce structure guidelines.
______________________________________
Name
For additional information contact
Healdsburg Facilities & Events Office at
(707) 431-3303

_______________
Date

